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Abstract:
The risk of suffering a motorcycle accident is still difficult to quantify given the different types
of individual riding styles of motorcyclists. Every year, nearly 100 motorcycle accidents occur
on Austrian roads [1], but the rare occurrence of accidents at the same spot makes it difficult
to locate risky spots. To tackle these challenges, test riders were gathering data while driving
on popular motorcycle routes with a motorcycle equipped with the latest sensor technology in
order to collect individual driving dynamics data. The test vehicle used (MoProVe, Motorcycle
Probe Vehicle) was a modern KTM motorcycle that is equipped with cameras, geo-position
antennas (GPS, GLONASS), inertial measurement units (IMUs) and with access to the
motorcycle's internal data acquisition (CAN bus).
In order to achieve the identification of risky spots from driving dynamics, the project
viaMotorrad (funded by the Austrian Road Safety Fund - VSF) [2] started in 2015 with the aim
of developing tools and methods for improving motorcycle safety in the national road network.
The test vehicle MoProVe was developed by the Vienna University of Technology and the AIT
Austrian Institute of Technology in order to obtain the necessary driving dynamics data. It was
the focus of the project to enable a preventive / predictive approach to motorcycle safety based
on the dynamic driving data instead of the conventional, reactive approach.
This work presents a central part of the final project results of viaMotorrad: A method for
identifying accident hot spots with risky driving dynamics parameters through machine
learning. The developed approach uses a combination of unsupervised and supervised
learning methods in machine learning to distinguish the dynamics at known accident sites from
the most common driving dynamics of every single driver in a pool of 6 drivers. The individual
risk estimates are then combined into a common risk estimate for the pool of test drivers in the
experiment. Using the joint estimate, maps of risk spots for 6 popular motorcycle routes in the
Austrian Alps were derived. The risk spots on these maps were further divided into three
groups depending on how high the individual risk warnings were in their vicinity. Therefore,
these maps may include a priority checklist for implementing security measures on popular
routes.
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1. Introduction
As advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) in cars get ever more sophisticated, devising
approaches to improve motorcycle security remains challenging. The more delicate issue of
controlling a motorcycle in complex driving situations is difficult, as interventions into the
steering process or other automatic adjustments of the driving process are not necessarily
welcomed by motorcycle riders. Hence another approach to this may be to recognize patterns
among several drivers’ dynamics at known accident spots (e.g. a big data approach) and
determine dangerous spots via an analysis of (individual) dynamics, combined into to a
(population-wise) estimate of local accident risk spots (see earlier work in [3,4,5]). These
estimates can in turn be used to address issues of road infrastructure improvements for the
safety of motorcyclists or perhaps inform onboard warning systems of upcoming spots of
notable dynamics.

2. Measurement Systems
To be able to carry out the measurements, a motorcycle was provided by KTM [6]. This
motorcycle was then equipped with high quality sensors (see Fig. 1), to gather the precise
movements (e.g. speeds, angular velocities, accelerations) of the KTM 1290 during the test
drives. All measurements were undertaken in normal daytime traffic on the routes of interest.
The motorcycle was equipped with additional measurement systems [7,8]. Those were
comprised of a separate data logger each, IMUs (Inertial Measurement Unit), other sensors
and a connection to the CAN-bus. For a detailed description, see Schwieger et al, 2018 [3].

Figure 1: KTM 1290 Super Adventure equipped and instrumented as a Motorcycle Probe Vehicle (MoProVe)

3. Data
Data collection took place on 6 selected tracks with 6 experienced drivers using the probe
vehicle to collect data. If a rider tested on a given tack, they would drive several times on that
track, in both directions. Data was annotated to record special events (such as following a slow
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vehicle or overtaking). All rides took place during daylight hours and under generally favourable
weather conditions.
Measured time series were postprocessed, to obtain “per meter” values of the observed
variables, using values at the start of each track meter and providing a means for spatial
comparison between the different rides on the same track.
Accident site data on these 6 tracks for single driver accidents and frontal collisions was
obtained for the years 2012 to 2015.
4. Data Preparation
For the purpose of analysis, data was only included when 2 criteria were fulfilled: At least four
satellite signals were received and we required our test-riders to not be following another
vehicle e.g. to drive freely (there was a separate indicator, that specified when the MoProVe
was driving behind another vehicle).
Our analysis was based on several measures of driving dynamics: The vehicle speed, X-, Yand Z- Accelerations, Roll-Rate, Yaw-Rate and Pitch-Rate, measured by more than one
system (IMUs and CAN Bus) for additional information. Where meaningful, we separated the
positive and negative values of variables (e.g. left-turn or right-turns of the vehicle,
accelerations or decelerations) into separate time series, in order to allow for separated
statistical weights in our model.
Dynamics variables were smoothed with a rolling average window, (see Fig. 2 below). We
used the function “rollmean” found in the package “zoo” of the statistics language “R” [9, 10]
and shifted the resulting series of rollmeans in such a way, that each new value would be an
average of only values that happened before it. E.g. we chose a rollmean that was “predictable”
in the sense of only using available information at the actual point in time. The window used in
this study was 60 meters.
The rolling average serves two purposes: Firstly, compared to raw data, changes happen in a
more consistent and steady manner. Secondly, since the value at any given time point is an
average of several values that happened before, the value of the rollmean at a given meter
encodes a kind of autoregressive approach to studying the vehicle dynamics. This was
desirable, as we assume the dynamics leading up to a certain point would be highly relevant
in whether an accident might be recorded at the investigated location.

Figure 2: Example of the effect of smoothing and shifting the data (Rollrate in this case) of a single driver. We
show only the first 1000 meters of the given ride. The “lag” between the rollmean and the actual data is well visible
and this serves to ensure that critical dynamics affect the likelihood of the next few meters after their occurrence
still (e.g. the potential recorded accident locations).
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Finally, the smoothed curves served as basis to calculate approximate derivatives (namely first
differences) between their meter values and those derivatives were smoothed again. In
addition to this, we determined the effective curvature of the driven path (defined as the current
speed divided by the current Yaw-Rate) as well as accelerations uphill and downhill and treated
them as independent variables of interest.
5. Deriving individual Reference Motions from Clustering
A well-established clustering method (k-nearest neighbours, kNN) [11, 12], implemented in the
R package “mclust” [13], was used to determine the 8 vectors (cluster centers) of our
processed dynamics variables around which the observed data of an individual driver could
best be grouped for each single ride, according to the kNN algorithm. These clusters served
as the “reference motions” of each driver, assuming them to be non-dangerous, as drivers
would on average drive in ways that they could control.
The data of each driver was aggregated into a large time series over all tracks and rides and
the dynamics values at each known accident spot were extracted for every single ride.
Finally, we set as target values on the dynamics of the known accident spots the value 1 and
for the dynamics of the cluster centers the value 0. Thus, a linear regression was run for each
driver, to find the weights (regression coefficients) on the dynamic variables, that would best
separate the “reference motions” from the known accident spots (similar to a single layer
perceptron [14]). From these separation values, an individual threshold was calculated by
taking the average of the linear separation function values on the known accident spots,
corresponding to the assumption that the accident spots should be “dangerous on average”.
The weights/coefficients resulting from the linear separation of “reference motions” and
accident spots, can then be used to assign a “Dynamical Value” to each meter on the track.
These values can then be compared to the individual threshold mentioned above, to determine
when the evaluation of the driving dynamics reach the accident-spot-like domain (see Fig. 3
below for an illustration).

Figure 3: The measured dynamics on each meter of the track can be transformed into a value (“Dynamical Value”)
that encodes whether dynamics might be in a similar risk domain as known accident spots. An individual threshold,
derived from the Dynamic Values at known accident spots, allows to identify domains of interest for safety studies.
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6. Building an Overlay of Threshold Exceedances
Each meter on the track is assigned a value of zero and then incremented by one, for every
ride with the dynamical value above the driver’s threshold. E.g. by counting how many
threshold exceeding events occurred at this spot. This is done jointly for all drivers on the given
track e.g. their counts are summed up and on each meter the counts are then divided by the
number of valid measurements on that meter (e.g. the maximal number of possible counts),
thus giving a proportion of occurred threshold exceeding events to potential threshold
exceeding events. Since the dynamical value fluctuates quite a bit, this map of threshold
exceeding event proportions is again smoothed (with a window of 60 meters), to provide a
consistent structure of potential accident spot like dynamics locations. An illustration can be
found in Fig. 4 below.

Figure 4: Outline of the smoothed (via rollmean) proportion of threshold exceeding events on the Kalte Kuchl
track (over all drivers and rides). Above we marked the local maxima of the resulting curve. Only those local
maxima are then used to estimate the potential risk spots and their surrounding area. The maxima are colour coded
as “low” (yellow, 0 to 15 percent), “middle” (orange, 15 percent to 50 percent) and “high” (red, 50 percent and
above) stress locations. The colour green encodes meters with no local maximum nearby.

The local maxima of the resulting curve serve as the spots of “local dynamical stress” and
around them an area of 120 meters before and after them is labelled their “area” of influence
(lead up and follow up area, accounting for potential ambiguity of accident spot localization).
These maxima and their areas are colour coded, depending on the proportion of abovethreshold observations. Yellow maxima reach less than 15 percent of the possible threshold
exceeding events and are local maxima of low stress. Orange maxima and areas reach at
least 15 percent and up to 50 percent and can provide a serious indication of accident risk.
Red maxima and areas reach at least 50 percent and serve as definite indicators of challenging
driving dynamics. The focus on maxima was decided in order to have estimates for local peaks
within the “yellow” area, without immediately “colouring” the whole track and just focus on the
local maxima instead.
Based on the Kalte Kuchl track, we present an exemplary map, as would be the result of this
method, in Fig. 5 below.
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Figure 5: Example of a resulting map for the Kalte Kuchl. Spots in this case are the ones shown in Fig. 4.

We consider an accident to be “hit” by our model, if its location is in one of the coloured areas
described above. For the Kalte Kuchl track mentioned here, this yields a “Hit” share of 68
percent, to be compared with a total share of 52 percent of the track being in any of the
coloured areas. The Kalte Kuchl is an extreme example, given the high number of known
accident spots and the many small curves on the track. On the totality of all 6 tracks we have
38 percent in any coloured area and 66 percent of accidents hit.
7. Discussion and Summary
We have analysed data collected in 2017 by 6 motorcycle drivers on 6 reference tracks,
covering a total of approximately 3000 kilometers driven in almost 200 test-rides on the
MoProVe. Driving dynamics were quantified in terms of speed, accelerations (X-, Y-, Z-) and
angle changes (Roll-Rate, Yaw-Rate, Pitch-Rate) and per-meter values were provided. These
dynamics data were postprocessed via smoothing (rolling average), separation by sign and
approximate derivatives (first differences). The values at known accident spots were compared
to the values around which the dynamical values were most likely to cluster (kNN cluster
centers) via a high dimensional linear separation model. The resulting function on the driving
dynamics allowed to provide individual estimates, the “dynamic value” for each driver. It also
enabled us to define a threshold for when driving dynamics reach a domain of similar individual
stress compared to known accident sites. Combining the estimates of multiple drivers, it was
possible to define a map of areas around local maxima of the number of threshold exceeding
events and these areas contained 66 percent of the considered accident sites.
This methodology combines unsupervised approaches, such as clustering (kNN), with
supervised approaches (such as the linear separation) and forms a group effect (the overlay
of threshold exceeding events) at points of interest. This has the advantage of stabilizing and
summarizing the estimates of the very different individual drivers, while still characterizing
drivers individually.
The resultant map may be used to guide road safety efforts and study the highlighted spots in
detail to determine, whether actual threats to safety can be noted there and infrastructure
improvement might mitigate the effects of crashes in these spots. The colour coded system
can serve to prioritize investigations and measures for a road safety inspection on the analysed
tracks.
The obtained estimates become generalizable due to the overlay of multiple driver’s estimates
and the individual thresholds and clusters, which allow to adjust for personal driving styles.
Therefore, a systematic study of motorcycle safety on common tracks based on riding
dynamics becomes feasible by this approach.
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The current approach of using clustering on the individual riding styles and separations
between typical driving dynamics and driving dynamics at known risk spots leading to overlays
of multiple limit transgressions for a final estimate of accident spot like dynamics has been filed
as a European patent [15] and will be the focus of further work.
8. Limitations and Further Work
The used methods are still quite simple and it may well be that other approaches, such as
support vector machines or deep learning, might yield yet better results for the separation.
On the other hand, interpretability is already a challenge, as the combination of individual
threshold exceeding events makes it hard to discern the individual causes of threshold
exceedance. Further work will focus on creating interpretable criteria for risk spots, based on
the described risk map approach.
The individual threshold estimates might be refined further, to define personal safety profiles
of drivers that would be interested to use such a functionality and provide online feedback to
the drivers.
Finally, the use of only the extrema of the threshold exceeding events overlay may be replaced
by types of hazard maps, that would instead colour the whole area above a certain threshold,
rather than the areas around extrema. This approach will require a refinement of the used
criteria, as the estimates of which points to choose will have to be able to still hit known accident
spots, without resorting to colouring large areas around each above-threshold point, since this
would otherwise include a far too big proportion of the investigated track.
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